Full-Stack Developer
Your Job
Would you like to be part of the early days of a do-good start-up with a huge market ahead and
fantastic traction, and be actively involved in transforming the traveller experience for the better.
Can you ship code and leave the codebase cleaner than you found it. Can you think small one day
and big the next.
If you are curious, autonomous and rigorous, working in a start-up environment can be immensely
satisfying. However there are times when you will find yourself lost. Be ready for that. Explorers
always find a new route when lost, this is what we are looking for: creative, positive, user-focused
developers.

Who are we looking for
The ideal candidate :
Has between 1 and 3 years of professional experience in the fields listed below.
Is an engineer or self-taught background. Diplomas are great but we also value individual talents
and ability to learn and adapt.
Is proficient with Ruby on Rails.
Is awesome with Javascript.
Masters CSS/SCSS.
Knows how to use PostgreSQL with tables of 40M+ records.
Craves for TDD/BDD.
Loves Git and continuous integration.
Applies the SOLID principles.
Is familiar with Agile/Kanban working.
Speaks and writes English fluently.
Is not afraid to jump into other languages or frameworks, on the contrary, finds that idea as fun and
exciting as we do.
Some real world knowledge related to ReactJS, AWS, RDS, Elastic Search, Heroku, Elixir will be
considered as a huge plus.

What we are building
We help travellers who experienced flight delays, cancellation or overbooking to obtain
compensation from the airline. Who wants to sue an airline anyway? AirRefund does, when
needed. This is just the beginning of a much broader adventure that will make us the front running
experts of any sort of complex flight related claims.
We deal with millions of flights and hundreds of thousands of travellers. We need to provide
smooth and seamless experience to travellers with timely and accurate communication.
We are a Swiss company with offices in Geneva, Paris, Barcelona and London. Only 2 and a half
years old but growing really fast since we’ve found our market and our market has found us ;-)
With a team of 20 people from 5 different nationalities we are aiming at changing the way
passengers will go through air disruptions. We are expecting to double our team within the next 6-9
months.

We work with some very well known and highly reputable brands, companies and global travel
agencies.
We need to minimize friction for travellers and partners, provide beautifully crafted reports and an
awesome overall experience, and most important, we are growing fast and we need to scale.

Why work with AirRefund?
Ok, that sound cool so far, but I think a bulleted list is the thing I need to make up my mind and join
you guys...
No prob!
Small team.
Cutting edge technology, and a cool technical challenges.
Amazing office in the center of Barcelona (Plaça Catalunya).
English/Spanish/French classes.
BBQ parties on our terrace.
Wear your slippers at the office.
Home office 1-2 days a week.
Fresh fruits, free tea and coffee.
Free beer and chips
Barcelona is Awesome!
Anything else? ;-)
Don’t be shy, we are waiting for you.

